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Abstract
The Clarence Stevens Piano Tuning business was open in Plymouth, MI as early as the 1890s and ran well into the 20th century.

Scope and Content
The Clarence Stevens Piano Tuning record group consists of the business records of the piano tuning business. These records include accounting books and ledgers from 1939 until 1961. The collection contains an income and expense book covering dates from 1890 until 1903.

Entries
Entry 1: Business Records

Important Subjects
Local Business--Plymouth, MI
Local History--Plymouth, MI
Piano tuning--20th century

Entry 1: Business Records
Box 1 Shelf 56
Income and Expenses book for May 12, 1890 to March 1, 1903 (Acc. #83.39.14L)
Business records for Jan. 4, 193n9-1944 (Acc. #75.277)
Business records for 1944-1955 (Acc. #74.104.1)
Business records for 1953-1956 (Acc. #74.104.3)
Business records for 1957-1961 (Acc. #74.104.2)